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Abstract—Hummingbirds are one of nature’s most fascinating
creatures. They have been shown to flap their wings over 40
times a second [1] and quickly perform aerial maneuvers while
drinking nectar from flowers. Their swiftness is far too fast for
the human eye to capture in real time, but with the use of
high-speed video cameras, we can slow down and view their
movement on a different scale. I set out to take high-speed color
videos of hummingbirds in their natural habitat and use image
processing techniques to create a visually appealing time lapse of
their movement.

I. INTRODUCTION

To track the birds from one frame to the next, it is important
to first separate the birds from the background. There are
multiple methods to separate backgrounds from foregrounds of
images. Each method has its own benefits and drawbacks. The
most basic method is using a threshold value to separate the
bright and dark areas of an image. This is usually performed
using Otsu’s method [2] which searches for a threshold value
that minimizes the within class variance. Another method
commonly used especially in video tracking is subtracting
the median image of all frames from each individual frame.
This results in only seeing the objects that have moved in the
video. When attempting to track the birds using the median
background subtraction method, it was found that the slight
camera movement would cause the frame to become unaligned
and the method failed. Even with the addition of aligning each
frame, the non-uniform movement of other objects in the image
such as flowers and trees make it hard to detect the bird as the
only moving object.

With the advice from the ECE368 teaching staff, it was
suggested that I implement the GrabCut [3] algorithm for high
quality segmentation of foreground and background which is
based on the GraphCut algorithm [4], [5], [6], [7]. A multi-
label optimization library (gco-v3.0) that utilized GraphCut
was found to interface nicely with the high-speed hummingbird
images.

II. IMPLEMENTATION

Filming of the hummingbirds was performed at the Stan-
ford Arizona Cactus Garden on both an overcast as well as a
sunny day. Video was recorded at 2000 FPS using a Phantom
Miro LC310 color video camera. The raw .cine videos files
were imported to Phantom Camera Control Application (PCC)
where they were clipped and exported as .avi files.

A. Graphical User Interface

To mask the backend processing and allow a user unfamil-
iar with the algorithm to process their high-speed video files,

a graphical user interface (Figure 1) was created in MATLAB
[8]. This GUI allows the user to select the high-speed video
file of their choice, and set desired input parameters that will
affect how the processed video will look. The computational
progress during processing is displayed in the main MATLAB
command window. The user process is as follows:

• Place all videos in the ‘videos’ folder in the working
directory.

• Enter ‘main GUI’ in the MATLAB command window
to run program.

• Highlight a video from the listbox.

• Select load video.

• Move the slider through the range to find the start
frame.

• Select ‘Set Current Frame as Start Frame’.

• Move the slider through the range to find the end
frame.

• Select ‘Set Current Frame as End Frame’.

• Use the first drop down menu to specify how many
intermediate frames to process.

• Use the second drop down menu to specify the number
of ghost images to show.

• Use the third drop down menu to specify how often
the ghost images appear.

• Use the fourth drop down menu to specify how dark
to make the ghost images.

• Check the first box to have an outline drawn around
each tracked bird in each frame.

• Check the second box to have the eccentricity plotted
below for each frame.

• Check the third box to have the centroid plotted on
each tracked bird in each frame.

• Press the ‘Select with Rectangle’ button to select the
bounding box for the bird in each frame.

• Press the ‘Select with Rectangle’ button again to track
more birds if desired.

• Press the ‘Process’ button to run the algorithm over
the defined frames.

• Press the ‘Save Video’ button to export the processed
clip as an .avi file.



Fig. 1: MATLAB Graphical User Interface

B. Algorithm

1) Segmenting each object: Every frame of the video is
read into a matrix containing the RGB data for each frame in
the double format. The first frame is shown in Figure 2 below.

Fig. 2: User selected area in first frame

The defined searching window for each bird is used to run
the GraphCut algorithm over a smaller window only containing
each bird as shown in Figure 3.

Fig. 3: Search windows for second frame

The GraphCut algorithm is specified to only separate the
image into two regions. The GraphCut algorithm outputs a
binarized matrix of the smaller window with the foreground
and background segmented as shown in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: GraphCut output

If a majority of the perimeter points in the matrix have
a non-zero value, then the matrix is inverted signifying that
the background was segmented as the object. The regionprops
algorithm is then run over this binary image to separate the
birds from the other features detected such as trees or flowers.
If more than one object is detected then the centroids of each
object is compared to the centroid of the bird in the previous
frame as shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Measuring distance to centroids



The closest centroid is assumed to be that of the bird. The
next step is to define the new hummingbird searching window
for the next frame. This is done by tripling the size of the
closest bounding box in the current frame. The binary matrix
of the bird silhouette is then set into the full frame as shown
in Figure 6 below.

Fig. 6: Binary mask of bird silhouette

2) Creating ghost effect: To create the desired ghosting
effect, the following parameters are given by the user:

• Maximum number of ghosts.

• Transparency of darkest ghost image.

• Number of frames between each ghost image.

For every frame the binary bird mask matrix is multiplied by
a transparency value and subtracted from each channel of the
color image. This is done for every ghost image desired in
each frame. The transparency of the ghost image can fade as
the video progresses.

3) Drawing outline: If the draw outline checkbox is se-
lected, then for each frame, a Laplace of Gaussian filter is
applied to the image silhouette. This resulting outline is then
drawn around the bird in each frame as shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7: Binary mask of bird outline

4) Centroid plotting: If the plot centroid checkbox is
selected, the centroids of each frame as well as the previous
frames are shown in the main video window after processing.
This is helpful to see the path of the flight as well as how
smooth the tracking performed as shown in Figure 8.

Fig. 8: Centroids and outlines shown

5) Eccentricity plotting: If the plot eccentricity checkbox
is selected then for each regionprops call, the eccentricity of
the bird is calculated. Ravnan [9] showed how the eccentricity
plotted over time can give insight into the phase of the flight
which could be helpful for future exploration on the subject.
The eccentricity is plotted in Figure 9 for the two birds in
Figure 8 showing patterns aligning with wingstroke phase.

Fig. 9: Eccentricity

III. RESULTS

The algorithm was run over twenty different videos of
hummingbirds. In videos where the tracked hummingbird
overlapped with other objects (Figure 10) or had non uniform
backgrounds (Figure 11), the tracking did not work because
the GraphCut algorithm was set to only find two regions.

Fig. 10: Object overlap

Fig. 11: Cluttered background



The best results were seen from the videos taken on an
overcast day because the sky was very gray while the bird
was very dark. Screenshot from the clearest four processed
videos are shown in Figure 12.

IV. FURTHER WORK

It was shown that without background clutter the birds can
be successfully segmented from the background. To increase
the robustness of the algorithm it would be beneficial to take
into account the area of the assumed bird object. If this area
starts to grow rapidly, it is probable that some background
clutter is being detected and a different method can be used
select only the bird. Another possible method to increase the
robustness of the algorithm is increased the number of regions
the GraphCut algorithm detects.
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Fig. 12: Video Screenshots


